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A data base (DB) is a collection of interrelated data
stored with following objectives:
1. Redundancy (to serve multiple application) must
be minimized.
2. Independent of application programs.
3. A common unified approach in updating.
4. Structure for future application development.
A data base has sometimes been defined as a nonredundant
collection of data items, but in reality some measure of
redundancy exists in all data bases. Redundancy has some
advantages.
1. It provides improved access times, simple and
flexible addressing methods.
2. Fault recovery in case of loss of data in any accident
is easier.
One form of redundancy may be caused by a distributed
data base which consists of storing multiple copies of the
data base at spatially separated sites. This distribution
may be done for better load balancing, increased throughput,
reliability, and easy fault recovery. However, the distributed
data base may have the following disadvantages.
1. Extra cost of multiple copies.




3. Inconsistency may exist, because different copies
may be at different stages of updating.
In a large data base, there are so many redundant data
that it is impossible to keep them all at the same level
of update. Moreover, update operations may become quite
costly. Suppose there are n copies of a data base stored
at n spatially separated sites. There are a number of users
attached to each site and request of change can be made
from any one of them. Regardless of the origin of request
the same set of alterations, in the same exact order must
take place in all copies. Because of n different locations,
alterations can not take place in two copies at the same time.
Hence, if care is not taken a set of alterations may be
carried out in different orders resulting in inconsistent
copies.
This problem and its solution were discussed by R.M.
Shapiro and Millstein in 1977 and the correctness of their
method was proved by Shapiro and Thiagarajan in 1978 using the
occurrence graph method (1978)^. The majority consensus
algorithm of R.H. Thomas (1978)^ is another technique to
solve the same problem.
^Shapiro, R.M., and Thiagarajan P.C., On Maintenance
of Distributed Copies of a Data Base. Interner Bericht
ISF-78-04, 03 Juli 1978.
2
Thcmas, Robert H., A Solution to the Concurrency
Control Problem for Multiple Copy Data Bases, 1978.
3
A mathematical model with its proof of correctness was
developed by Nazir A. Warsi . The results of Shapiro,
Thiagarajan and Warsi are discussed in subsequent chapters.
The models presented here do carry mathematical formality.
This is helpful in proving the correctness or results.
However, implementation of these schemes is another
issue, which is discussed in detail in the last chapter.
A set of suggestions for further investigation are included.
^Warsi, Nazir A., A Communication Scheme for Maintaining




A message protocol system was planned by Shapiro and
Millstein to solve this synchronization problem. Because
of different locations of the data base, changes in two
copies can not take place at the same time. Hence, if care
is not taken a set of updates may be carried out in different
sequences and the result would be inconsistent copies.
2.2 Request Message
To solve this synchronization problem, a set of programs
is associated with each site.; These programs must be capable
of accepting local requests, generating messages to be sent
to other sites following agreed rules of communication,
receiving messages from other sites, processing them, resolving
conflicts, and updating. These functions are performed by
various modules in actual practice. This collection of
modules is called Works Manager denoted by WM. One works
manager is associated with each site. To be specific, with the
site-i is associated the works manager i (WM-i). When
a works manager generates a message it is sent to all other
works managers. Care must be taken to safeguard the
eventual receipt of this message by each WM-i. Moreover,
messages must be processed in the order they are sent. This
point is of considerable importance in providing a correct





T-number is a local time at which the message is generated.
Every message carries with it a T-number which is assumed
to be a natural number. Also a T-number increases with
respect to time. To compute a T-number each works manager
maintains a local clock (counter).
Let t = max( x : x is a T-number of a message received
or sent thus far ). Then the local clock and T-number values
are computed as follows:
1. Local clock = t and T-number = t + 1
2. After generating the message/
local clock = local clock + 1
Definition 2:
The local clock of a works manager at any stage is the
T-number of the last message generated by this works manager.
Definition 3:
Resource Cycle number (RC) of a works manager at any
time is the Ordinal number of updates that this works manager
has carried out on the local copy of the data base up to that
time.
Definition 4:
Round number (R-number) is the ordinal numbers of
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updates at each site. Its value is held by a local counter
called Resource Cycle Numbers (RC).
When an update message is generated by a WM-i, the
values of R-number and T-number are computed, and sent along
with the update message. These numbers are computed as follows
1. Initially RC = 0 for any works manager
2. If RC = X then R-number = x + 1
Suppose an update is requested by one of the local
users to its WM-i. Then the following sequence of events
take place:
1. WM-i generates a request message to be sent to
every other works manager.
2. It computes T-number and R-number
3. It sends an update request message, T-number and
R-number to all works managers.
2.4 Updating by Works Manager i (WM-i)
In order to break ties we assume that sites have been
assigned priorities. To be specific WM-i has a higher priority
than WM-j if i< j. Works manager i carries out the updating
operations as explained below.
Suppose WM-i has RC whose value is x. Also assume that
WM-i has received a message with R-number x + 1 and T-nimber
t. This message has either been generated by its own program
or by another WM-j. Now WM-i decides to do (x + 1) th
update requested by (say) WM-j as follows:
1. If WM-j has lower priority than all other WM-m
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that are pending, (j for all m i) , then
WM-i must have received a message from each WM-m
with T-number ^t and must not have received a
request message with R-number x + 1 and T-number ^t
from any WM-m for all m i
2. If WM-j has higher priority than all other WM-m
that are pending, (j m for all m 51^ i) , then
WM-i must have received one message from each
WM-m with T-number ^t - 1 and must not have
received a message from any WM-m with R-number
X + 1, and T-number <t - 1
3. In case of a tie case 2 is applicable.
4. Any other message with R-number x + 1 is ignored.
It is recommended to pass the state of local clock to
other works managers who may .be waiting to make update
operation.
2.5 Message Occurrence
Each works manager sends a sequence of messages to other
works managers and receives one sequence of messages from each
of works managers. Then there are n sequences of messages to
deal with. The way that works manager works at any stage is
characterized by its state of knowledge of n sequences of
messages at that stage. Furthermore, the model structure
will consist of n concurrent sequences.
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Definition 5:
An n component elementary occurrence graph <:^C,E,F^
is defined below if n belongs to the set of natural numbers;
1. C ^ ( c ^ *^
t-i '
teN ) and C = t )
i=l
2. E^ = ( ei : t ew ) and E = 1 j
i=l
E^
3. pi = ( (
^
, j , ( ej , cj ) : t eN )
and F = ( j
i=l
F^
4. C E = 0
Note that and are pairwise disjoint. Also,
C = the set of conditions.
= (Preconditions for event to occur) (Postcondition
after it occurs)
E = the set of events
F = the set of flow relations.
Moreover, is precondition for e^ and is postcondition.
ceases to hold after e^ has occ\arred; and status of all
conditions remains unchanged. Initially only conditions
that hold are ( ; i = 1, ..., n).
The events of an n component elementary occurrence
graph used to model the flow of messages are described below.
1- M or [i]
a. This event is "timing message" generated by
seme program of works manager i








Occurrence of CiJ is either generation
or reception of the timing message, depending
upon the context.
= QxJ or [xj , X ^ N
This event model request message by seme program
of WM-i
T-number = t , R-number = x
= O'J G7
This event models a single increment of local
clock value for works manager i
local clock = Vt-1 before event occurs
t after event occurs
/ is used to ensure that messages carry
the proper T-numbers.
Definition 6:
e is an internal event if e = otherwise, it is
a message event.
Definition 7:
Let G =^C,E,F^be on n - component elementary occurrence
graph. Then G is said to be an n component message occurrence
graph (n-CMOG) if for e^ E, we must have exactly one of
the following;
1. e= CJ
2. e = ClJ
3. e = l^xj
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Definition 8:
Let G = ^,E,F^be n-component message occurrence graph.
Then
1. SS = X X ... xC^ is called a set of slices of G.
2. If a = ( ) 6 SS,
1 2 n
We can write a = (k^, k2/ .
1. Suppose that c^ G C. Then with it associate an
event sequence e^ , e^ , • -•, . If t = o then
the sequence is empty.
2. By deleting internal events from an event sequence
we get a message event sequence (MES).
3. Hence, every condition defines a unique MES.
4. A slice represents state of knowledge of WM-program
and is called a case of the relevent program.
5. A program goes from one case to another through
an occurrence of an event.
6. Union of sets of cases of all the relevent programs
of a WM. is called the set of configuration of WM.
Thus, a WM can be identified by the corresponding
set of configurations.
Definition 9:
A n-component message occiarrence system is n+3 tuple
B = <C , E,F, WM^, WM2, ..., ^ where
1. <C,E,F> is n-CMOS
WM-i CZ. SS for all the values of i2.
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2.6 Message Protocols
A communication scheme using which various sites can cane
to an agreement■regarding which copy to be updated and in what
order, is central to the solution of the problem.
Definition 10:
Suppose a = (kj^, ^2, is an element of SS (set
of slices) and x belongs to the set N of natural nxmbers.
Then the winner WN (x | a) of the x-th round at a is defined as
WN (x / a) = j if there exists t ^ N such that:
1. 1 — t — kj and e^ =
2. For all i<^j, kj^— t and fori— y^t, e^ 0{7 *
3. For all i ^ j, ^ t-1 and for 1 ^ y <^t and e^
4. If no t and j satisfies these conditions then
WN ( X / a) is undefined. Moreover, WN (0 / 1) =1
by convention.
Condition 1 states that a message from WM-j with a T-number
t, and R-number x have been received.
Condition 2 states that if WM-i has higher priority than
WM-j then a message from the former with T-n\mber ~ t should
have been received and no message with R-number x and T-number
— t should have been received from any works manager.
Condition 3 states the following.
If WM-i has lower priority than WM-j, then a message from WM-i
with T-nxmber ^t - 1 should have been received and no message
with R-number x and T-number ^ t - 1 should have been received
from any works managers.
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There are several limitations that should exist for proper
functioning of a message occurrence system.
Ll: Let a = (ki , k,, ...» k^^) WM-i
If j i then e^ is a message event where t = kj.
Let be a message event. Then there exists
a = (ki, . ../ kn) in WM-i such that k. = t.
L3: Suppose e^ = CiJ . Then there exists a = (k^^, k2/
..., kj^) in WM-i such that kj^ = max (kj) = t-1.
L4: R-number 'is strictly increasing.
L5: Suppose e^ = W . Then there exists
a = (kj^, k2/ .../ kj^) in WM-i such that;
1. k^ = t - 1 = max(kj)
2. WN (x-1 { a) is defined.
Definition 11;
A message occurrence system (MOS) is valid if it
satisfies conditions Ll through L5.
Theorem 1;
Let a^ = (rj^, r2, and a2 = (sp, S2, s^)
be elements of SS and let x belongs to N, such that WN (x | a^^)
= i and WN (x | a^) = j. Then i = j.
Proof;
Case 1; If i j» then we show a contradiction.
Since, WN (x j a^^) = i, there exists tj^ ^ N such that
1- tp ^ ri, ej^ = [xj , Sj ^ti - 1 and e3 ^ xj
for 1 ^ m ^ t^ - 1. Also WN (x f a^) = j implies that there
is to ^ N such that 1 — to— s. and e^ = CxJ •^ ^ D t2
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Hence, Also, since i j
e^ ^ 1 — m — t2 • But
which is a contradiction.
, we have — t2 and
e^ = implies that
Hence, i — j .
Case 2: If i j, then this can be handled the same
way as Case 1 with the result that i~ j.
Summing up the results from Cases 1 and 2, we have
i—j and i^j. Hence, i = j.
Corollary 1;
Suppose aj^^ WM-i and a2 ^ WM-j and x ^ N such that
WN (x ( a]_) and WN (x [ a2) are defined. Then WN (x j a^) =
WN (x I a2).
Corollary 2:
Works managers agree as to the identity of winner for each
round of updating. It is obvious from corollary 1 for i j.
Corollary 3:
There is a complete agreement inside every works manager
among various programs as to the identify of winner.
(Corollary 1, i = j) .
Corollary 4:
Every copy of the data base will get same update for any
particular round.
Lemma 1;
Suppose a ^ SS and x^N such that WN (x f a) is defined.





Suppose = (kj^, k2» •••/ kj^) is an element of SS and
N such that WN (x / aj^) is defined. Then WN (x-1 / a^)
is also defined. In other words sequence of updates need not
have gaps in a copy.
Proof:
Let WN (x I a-j^) = j. Then there exists t ^ N such that
1^ t ^ kj and e^ = |^x ^ . Define a2 = (r^^. r2, , r^) ^ SS
such that r = S t if i — j
/_t-l otherwise.
Then a^^ = (kj^, k2, •••, k j, ..., k^^) and
a2 (t/ t/ . .. / t^' t“l /' . . . / t“1) .
Hence a2^^aj^. Then (from L5) there is a^ = (sj^, 82^ •••/
^ WM-j such that Sj = max(sj^) = t-1, and WN (x-1 f a^) is
defined. Let a2 = (t-1, t-1, ..., t-1). Then a^ ^ a3 ^ a2 al .
Hence WN (x-1 [ a) is defined by lemma 1.
Corollary 5:
Suppose a G SS and x^ N. Such that WN (x ) a) is defined.
Then WN (q I a) is defined for 1 ^ q — x.
Corollary 6:
When x-th update has taken place and q-th update can be
carried out (q ^x) then (x + 1) - th update can be carried out.
CHAPTER III
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR A COMMUNICATION SCHEME
4.1 Introduction
We attempt to state mathematical conditions governing a
communication scheme, which are simple conceptually and
mathematically. Moreover, we prove mathematically that the
updates carried out accouding to these conditions at different
sites are identical preserving the consistency.
4.2 Mathematical Model
Suppose there are m sites, Sj^, S2, ••., Sjj^, housing the
identical copies of a data base. Let there be an update
request (UR-i), a sequence of changes originating at the site
Sj^. Then UR-i must be effected at sj, j = 1,2,..., m in the
same exact order. Because of the spatial separation of sites,
the changes may well take place in different sequences at
different sites. Therefore, a communication scheme must be
developed, which guarantees the identical updates on various
copies.
4.3 Ccmmunication Scheme
With each site Sj^, there is associated a group of
programs called an Update Manager (UM-i). The update
manager performs similar functions as those of Shapiro's WM
discussed in the previous chapter.
When a local request for an update is made, it creates
an update request R . = (t., n) where n is the ordinal
X f XI x
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number of this update and t^ is’the time of generation of Ri,n.
There are two counters, a clock keeping the value of tj^
and an update counter holding the value of n. When ^ is
generated it is sent to Sj for each j such that 1— j — m.
At each site the update counter is initially o and is
increnented -by 1 whenever an update has taken place.
aclock vector c^ = (cj- , c^ / •••/ c^) at each site is
maintained with Cj being the current value of the clock at
the site s.:. In R- „ the value of t- is 1 + max (c^)J 1, n 1
j ^2^ 3
In general when (n-1) th update has been carried out at
all sites, several update requests originating at various sites
may be competing for n-th update. Out of all these, one must
be chosen as a winner such that it does not cause the various
copies to be inconsistent. We model the system mathematically
as follows.
Definition 12;
UR-i is of higher priority than URj if i <C. j .
Definition 13:
Pj, = (l,2,3,...k) is the set of first k natural numbers.
Definition 14:
For a given n, the set M = (R- j. , ... , R- _ )
11 P P
is called a set of competing requests for the n-th update if
and only if n, = n for all k in P_.K p
Definition 15;
is said to be complete if it contains the totality of
update requests competing for the n-th update.
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Definition 16:
The set = (tj_ : ^ is in M^) is called the time
set associated with
We now define a winner at a site.
Definition 17:
is the winner at s^ for all y if n=l. For n ^ 1,
is the winner of the n-th update at if
j f n j y
the following conditions are satisfied.
1. R.
_ is in M_
2,n n
2. t. ^ t. for all t^ in T_J 1 i
3. tj ^ cY + 1 for all i in
where c^ = (c^, . .., c^ )
4. Strict inequalities hold in 2 and 3 if i<C j
The definition simply states that the winner of all the
competing messages for the n-th update must be the earliest.
Moreover/ in order for an update request to win at a site
Sy, its time of generation must not exceed clock value of each
site known at Sy plus 1. Of course condition 4 uses priority
perference for breaking ties.
Definition 18:
R^ = (tj^, n) is a proper update request if and only if
there exists a winner R^, „ i = (t. , n-1) at s. with clock
3 ri"! j 1
vector c^ = (c^, . , Cj^) such that t • = 1 + max (c^)
i j ^ ■
= c^ + 1.
This definition asserts that an n-th update request at
site s^ is not proper unless a winner for the (n-l)th
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update has been decided upon and that its time of generation
has been properly computed.
Theorem 3;
Let 7^ 0 and let it consist of only proper requests.
Then for all y in there exists Rj ^ in such that
is the winner at the site s^.
Proof:
It is trivial and is omitted.
Theorem 4:
If Rj = (tj, n) is the winner at Sy for some y in
then it is also the winner at s-^ for all k in Pjjj.
m
Proof
,et Ri^n ~ {t^,n} be the winner at Sj.. Then and
Rj,rj both lie in so that and tj are in T^. By condition
2 of Definition 17, ^ tj and tj^tj^. Thus t= tj .
From condition 3 it follows that t^ <1 tj if i j and tj ^ tj[
if j <C i. Therefore, i 7^ j implies that t^ ^ t j. Hence,
= tj and i = j.
Theorem 5:
Let Rj^n ~ (tj^,n) be -a proper update request for the n-th
update such that it is the winner at s^. Then there exists
n-1) which is the winner of (n-1) th update at Sy.
Proof:
Let the clock vector at Sy be given by c^ = (c^ , ..., c^).




if k < j .
R. .
^ 1 —1' n-J-
with =
1 for all k in Pj^ with strict inequality
Since Rj is proper, there exists
(tj^, n) which is the winner at Sj
(cj, c^) such that t. = 1 + max (c^)^ J k in P„in
In other words,
2, tj = c^ + 1 for all k in
since is the winner at Sj , we have
3* Ri,n-1 in
4. ti ^ ^k "^n-l
5. t^ ^ c^ + 1 for all k in P_Ik m
6. Strict inequalities in (4) and (5) hold if k^i.
7. tj^ — c^ + 1 for all k in P^j^ and strict inequality
holds if k i.
Hence, (3^ , (4), (6) and (7) show that R. __-i is the
X ^ XI ^
winner at Sy. This completes the proof of the theorem.
In view of the above theorems, it is obvious that if the
n-th update is completed and k-th update is defined for n ^ k
then (n+l) th update can be carried out. Moreover, a sequence
of updates carried out are identical so that all copies of the
data base are consistent.
CHAPTER IV
IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES AND CONCLUSION
With the implementation of the message protocol system,
designed by Shapiro and Millstein and proved by Shapiro and
Thiagarajan, we must take into consideration certain design
factors. To calculate R-niamber, we have to make one important
decision which is the prerequisite to the calculation. We have
seen that works manager i can generate a request message with
R-number = x as long as WN(x-l j a) is defined and local clock
reads proper values. In this case the synchronization is
guaranteed to hold. However, assume that one of the sites
crashes and works managers have not used the local resource
cycle number to calculate R-numbers. Hence, after the crash
works m.anagers which are active can not come to an agreement
regarding updates that have been carried by the crashed site.
Consequently, bringing up the crashed site will become
virtually impossible.
A safe policy would be to let R-number = 1 + RC - number.
The drawback with this policy is that works managers will
generate messages which will be ignored. One way to reduce
the number of "losing" messages and still retain fault recovery
capability would be the following. Produce additional type of
messages which carry the T-numbers and the update numbers
reflecting status of local clocks. This type of messages should
be generated whenever there is a change in resource cycle
number. Hence, even with the liberal scheme for generating
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R-rimber the number of losing messages will be minimized.
Shapiro's works manager and Warsi's update manager are
collection of programs. It is advisable to consider them as
having a concurrent form of organizations:
1. The works manager nay contain n message processing
programs.
2. It may contain a program which determines the
winner of the x-th round for x = 1,2, ..., etc.
in a monotomic fashion.
3. It may contain an update program to do the (x+1) th
update on the local copy of the data base, whenever
the x-th update has been done and the winner of the
(x+l)th round has been decided.
4. It may contain a program that sends the status of
the clock to all works managers. This may be done
by sending timing messages.
5. It may contain a program that accepts update requests
from the local users and generates a request message.
22
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